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H
earing loss is a very common congenital disorder
affecting one in 1000 newborns. More than 50% of
deafness cases in the paediatric population have a

genetic cause with autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive,
X-linked, or mitochondrial patterns of inheritance.1

Mutations in mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), particularly in
the 12S rRNA and tRNASer(UCN) genes, have been found to be
one of the most important causes of sensorineural hearing
loss (SNHL).2 3 The homoplasmic A1555G mutation in the
highly conserved decoding site of the mitochondrial 12S
rRNA has been found to be associated with both aminoglyco-
side-induced and non-syndromic SNHL in many families of
different ethnic origins.4–8 Recently, the homoplasmic C1494T
mutation in the same gene has also been found to be
associated with aminoglycoside-induced and non-syndromic
SNHL in a large Chinese family.9 In addition, a C-insertion or
deletion at position 961 of the 12S rRNA gene has been
shown to be associated only with aminoglycoside-induced
deafness.10 11 Furthermore, the mitochondrial tRNASer(UCN)

appears to be another hot spot for mutations associated with
hearing impairment, as five deafness-associated mutations
have been identified in the mitochondrial tRNASer(UCN) gene:
A7445G,12 13 7472insC,14 T7510C,15 T7511C,16 and T7512C.17

However, non-syndromic deafness-associated mtDNA muta-
tions, such as the A1555G4–8 or A7445G12–13 mutation, are
often not sufficient to produce the clinical phenotype since
some individuals carrying these mutations have normal
hearing. Thus, other factors including other mtDNA muta-
tions/polymorphisms and/or nuclear backgrounds or envir-
onmental factors modulate the phenotypic variability and
penetrance of deafness associated with these mtDNA muta-
tions.
However, little is known about the incidence of these

deafness-associated mtDNA mutations. Furthermore, it is
anticipated that additional deafness-associated mutations
will be found in the 12S rRNA and tRNASer(UCN) genes. A
retrospective database review of all children with SNHL and
subsequent molecular analysis has been initiated in the
clinical population at the Center for Hearing and Deafness
Research (CHDR) at the Cincinnati Children’s Hospital
Medical Center (CCHMC). In the present study, a mutational
analysis of the 12S rRNA and tRNASer(UCN) genes was
performed in 164 SNHL subjects from this clinic and 226
unaffected individuals from a comparable ethnic back-
ground. This analysis led to the identification of 17
nucleotide changes including the novel G to T transversion
at position 961 (T961G) in the 12S rRNA gene in five affected
subjects. To elucidate the molecular basis for the T961G
mutation, we completed the mitochondrial genome sequence
from these five affected subjects. To examine the role of the
GJB2 gene in the phenotypic expression of the known or
putative deafness-associated mtDNA mutations, we also

performed mutational screening of the GJB2 gene in subjects
carrying the mtDNA mutations.

METHODS
Subjects
A total of 164 Caucasian subjects, who were younger than 19
years and had been diagnosed with non-syndromic sensori-
neural hearing impairment at the Cincinnati Children’s
Hospital Medical Center, participated in this investigation.
A comprehensive history and physical examination were
performed to identify any syndromic findings or genetic

Abbreviations: ABR, auditory brainstem response; CCHMC, Cincinnati
Children’s Hospital Medical Center; CHDR, Center for Hearing and
Deafness Research; mtDNA, mitochondrial DNA; PTA, pure-tone
audiometry; SNHL, sensorineural hearing loss; TEOAEs, transiently
evoked otoacoustic emissions

Key points

N We report here the systematic mutational screening of
the mitochondrial 12S rRNA and tRNASer(UCN) genes in
164 paediatric subjects with sporadic non-syndromic
deafness. We showed that the frequency of the
A1555G mutation is 0.6% in this Caucasian paediatric
population with non-syndromic deafness. The novel
homoplasmic T961G mutation in the 12S rRNA gene
has been identified in five subjects with non-syndromic
deafness but not in 226 controls.

N Sequence analysis of the mitochondrial genome in
these five subjects revealed that these subjects exhibited
distinct sets of mtDNA polymorphism in addition to the
identical T961G mutation. This implies that the T961G
mutation may be associated with non-syndromic deaf-
ness as insertion or deletion at this position has been
found to be associated with aminoglycoside-induced
deafness in several genetically unrelated families.

N Furthermore, three variants (A827G, T1180G, and
C1226G) in the 12S rRNA gene, which are localised at
highly conserved sites, have been found in the affected
individuals but are absent in 226 controls, indicating
that they may play a role in the pathogenesis of
deafness. Surprisingly, we failed to detect the known
deafness-associated mutations in the mitochondrial
tRNASer(UCN) gene.

N These data strongly suggest that the mitochondrial 12S
rRNA gene is the hot spot for deafness-associated
mutations.
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factors related to hearing loss. An age-appropriate audio-
logical examination was performed including pure-tone
audiometry (PTA) and/or auditory brainstem response
(ABR), immittance testing, and transiently evoked otoacous-
tic emissions (TEOAEs). The PTA was calculated from the
sum of the audiometric thresholds at 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz.
The severity of hearing impairment was classified into five
grades: mild (20–39 dB), moderate (40–54 dB), moderate
severe (55–69 dB), severe (70–89 dB), and profound (90 dB
or greater). Informed consent was obtained from all subjects
prior to their participation in the study, in accordance with
the Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
Institutional Review Board. The 226 control DNA used for
screening for the presence of mtDNA mutations were
obtained from a panel of unaffected individuals from
comparable ethnic backgrounds.

Mutational screening of the mitochondrial genome
Genomic DNA was isolated from whole blood of participants
using the Puregene DNA Isolation Kits (Gentra Systems).
First, affected and control subjects’ DNA fragments spanning
the entire mitochondrial 12S rRNA gene or tRNASer(UCN) gene
were amplified by PCR using oligodeoxynucleotides corre-
sponding to the mitochondrial genome at positions 618–635
and 1988–2007,9 and 7151–7170 and 8504–8623,12 18 19

respectively. Each fragment was purified and subsequently
analysed by direct sequencing in an ABI 3700 automated
DNA sequencer using the BigDye Terminator Cycle
Sequencing Reaction Kit. mtDNA sequence alignments were
carried out using the SeqWeb program GAP (GCG).
The entire mitochondrial genomes of five affected subjects

carrying the G961T mutation were PCR amplified in 24
overlapping fragments using the light- and heavy-strand
oligonucleotide primers, as described elsewhere.20 Each
fragment was purified and subsequently submitted for
sequence analysis as described above. The resultant sequence
data were compared with the updated consensus Cambridge
sequence (GenBank accession number: NC_001807).21

Quantification of the mtDNA mutations
For detection of the A1555G mutation, the amplified
segments were digested with the restriction enzyme
BsmAI.4 8 22 For analysis of the T961G mutation, DNA
fragments were amplified by PCR using oligodeoxynucleo-
tides corresponding to the mtDNA at positions 592–613 and

1155–1173, and the resultant PCR fragments were digested
with the restriction enzyme AciI as this T961G mutation
creates a site for AciI. Equal amounts of various digested
samples were then analysed by electrophoresis through 1.5%
agarose gel. The proportions of digested and undigested PCR
product were determined by laser densitometry after ethi-
dium bromide staining to determine if the A1555G or T961G
mutation is present in homoplasmy in these subjects.

Table 1 Variants in the mitochondrial 12S rRNA gene in 164 hearing-impaired pediatric
subjects

Position Replacement No. of subjects
Conservation*
(H/B/M/X) Frequency�

Previously
reported`

709 G to A 13 G/A/A/- 36/226 Yes
751 A to G 1 A/G/G/- 1/226 No
769 G to A 9 G/A /T/- 4/226 Yes
813 A to G 1 A/A/C/T 1/226 No
825 T to A 1 T/A/A/A 2/226 Yes
8271 A to G 1 A/A/A/A 0/226 Yes
921 T to C 1 T/C/C/T 2/226 Yes
930 G to A 5 G/G/C/T 9/226 Yes
951 G to A 1 G/G/T/A 1/226 Yes
961 T to G 5 T/T/A/A 0/226 No

1018 G to A 10 G/A/A/G 2/226 Yes
1180 T to G 1 T/T/T/T 0/226 No
1189 T to C 3 T/T/T/C 15/226 Yes
1226 C to G 1 C/C/C/C 0/226 No
1442 G to A 2 G/A/A/C 4/226 No
1555 A to G 1 A/A/A/A 0/226 Yes
1598 G to A 1 G/A/T/T 3/226 Yes

*Conservation of nucleotide for the 12S rRNA in human (H), bovine (B), mouse (M) and Xenopus laevis (X);
�Numbers of controls with variant/total controls; `See http://www.mitomap.org; 1Known and putative
pathogenic mutations are indicated in boldface.

Figure 1 Molecular and audiometric analysis of the affected subject
#21 carrying the A1555G mutation. (A) Qualification of the A1555G
mutation. PCR products around the A1555G region were digested with
BsmAI and analysed by electrophoresis in a 1.5% agarose gel stained
with ethidium bromide. Lane 1, undigested PCR product; lane 2, #21;
lane 3, F11B22; lane 4, 143B; and lane 5, control #1. (B) Air conduction
audiogram of the affected subject with the A1555G mutation. X, left ear;
O, right ear.
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Mutational analysis of GJB2 gene
The DNA fragments spanning the entire coding region of the
GJB2 gene were amplified by PCR using the following
oligodeoxynucleotides: forward 5’TATGACACTCCCCAGCAC
AG3’ and reverse 5’GGGCAATGCTTAAACTGGC3’. PCR
amplification and subsequent sequencing analysis were
performed as detailed elsewhere.23 The results were compared
with the wild type GJB2 sequence (GenBank accession
number: M86849) to identify the mutations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, we have performed a systematic and extended
mutational screening of the mitochondrial 12S rRNA and
tRNASer(UCN) genes in the clinical population of CHDR
at the Cincinnati Hospital Medical Center. DNA fragments
spanning these two genes were PCR amplified and each
fragment was purified and subsequently analysed by DNA
sequencing. We failed to detect the presence of the A7445G,
T7510C, 7472insC, T7511C, or T7512C mutations in the
tRNASer(UCN) gene in 164 affected and 226 control subjects.
However, the C7476T variant in the tRNASer(UCN) gene, which
was previously described in a control population,24 was found
in two affected and two control subjects. These data suggest
that the deafness-associated mutations in the tRNASer(UCN)

gene are not common in this Caucasian population.
Comparison of the resultant sequence with the Cambridge

consensus sequence21 identified 17 nucleotide changes in the
12S rRNA gene as shown in table 1. All the nucleotide
changes were verified by sequence analysis of both strands
and appeared to be homoplasmic. The deafness-associated
C1494T mutation in this gene was absent in this hearing

impaired population. However, sequence analysis identified
one subject carrying the A1555G mutation. In this case,
restriction enzyme digestion and subsequent electrophoresis
analysis indicated that the A1555G mutation was present in
homoplasmy (fig 1A). As shown in fig 1B, audiological
evaluation revealed that this subject with the A1555G
mutation had mild hearing loss. Further clinical data
revealed that this subject had no history of exposure to
aminoglycosides. This result indicates a frequency of about
0.6% for the A1555G mutation in this Caucasian sporadic
paediatric deafness population. These data are comparable
with previous reports that the frequency of this mutation
ranged from 0.6 to 1.8% in other ethnic groups.25–28

Interestingly, the novel T to G transversion at position 961
(T961G), as shown in fig 2A, was identified in five affected
individuals. To determine if the T961G mutation was present
with homoplasmy in these individuals, DNA fragments were
PCR amplified, digested with AciI, and analysed by agarose
gel electrophoresis. As can be seen in fig 2B, there was no
detectable wild type DNA in the five mutant individuals,
indicating that the T961G mutation appears to be homo-
plasmic. Furthermore, this T961G mutation was absent in
226 Caucasian and 364 Chinese control subjects.9

Audiometric studies, as shown in fig 3, revealed variable
severity of hearing loss in the individuals, ranging from mild
to profound. Audiometric configuration also showed these
subjects with flat, U-shaped, and up-sloping patterns,
respectively. None of the five patients had mixed or
conductive hearing loss. Clinical data revealed that these
subjects had no history of exposure to aminoglycosides.
Further clinical and genetic evaluations of some matrilineal

Table 2 mtDNA variants in the five affected subjects with the T961G mutation

Gene and
position Nucleotide change

Conservation
in H/B/M/X* CRS� #91 #221 #222 #246 #256 Previously reported`

Loop Yes
143 GRA G A A Yes
150 CRT C T Yes
152 TRC T Yes
195 TRC T C C C C Yes
198 CRT C T Yes
263 ARG A G G G G G Yes
310 TRTC T TC TC TC TC TC Yes
16278 CRT C T T Yes
16293 ARG A G G G G G Yes
16311 TRC T C C C C C Yes
12S rRNA
750 ARG A G G G G G Yes
961 TRG T G G G G G No
1438 ARG A G G G G G Yes
ND2
4769 ARG A G G G Yes
4820 GRA G A No
CO1
5902 TRC T C C No
CO2
7906 CRT C T T Yes
A8
8447 ARC (Met to Leu) M/V/V/V A C C C C C No
A6
8860 ARG (Thr to Ala) T/A/A/T A C G G G G Yes
8898 CRT C T T Yes
CO3
9911 CRT C T No
ND5
13759 GRA (Ala to Thr) A/T/T/I G A A A A Yes
ND6
14587 ARG A G No
Cyto b
15217 GRC G C No
15326 ARG (Thr to Ala) T/M/I/I A G G G G G Yes

*Conservation of amino acid for polypeptide in human (H), bovine (B), mouse (M), and Xenopus lavis (X); �Cambridge reference sequence; `See the online
mitochondrial genome database MITOMAP.
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relatives have been performed. Indeed, subjects #221 and
#222 with moderate non-syndromic hearing impairment are
twin sisters. As shown in fig 4, the familial history of subject
#246 suggests maternally transmitted inheritance. In this
family, seven of 24 matrilineal relatives suffered from hearing
impairment. The incomplete penetrance of the T961G
mutation, similar to that of other non-syndromic deafness-
associated mtDNA mutations such as the A1555G,4–8 suggests
the involvement of other factors such as mitochondrial
haplotype or nuclear modifier genes in the phenotypic
expression of the T961G mutation. To elucidate the molecular
basis and the role of the mitochondrial haplotype in the
phenotypic expression of the T961G mutation, we also
performed PCR amplification of fragments spanning the
entire mitochondrial genome and subsequent DNA sequence
analysis in these five subjects. As shown in table 2, subjects
#221 and #222 shared an identical mitochondrial genome
including the T961G mutation, while other subjects exhibited
distinct sets of mtDNA polymorphism, in addition to the
identical T961G mutation. The fact that an insertion or
deletion at position 961 occurs in genetically unrelated
families, including Chinese,9 Japanese,29 and Italian
families,10 affected by aminoglycoside-induced deafness,
implies that mutations at position 961 are important for the
pathogenesis of hearing loss. In fact, the 961insC in the 12S
rRNA gene has been implicated as having a role in the
phenotypic expression of the A1555G mutation in a large
Chinese pedigree.8 The 961 mutation localises at the C-cluster
of the region between loops 21 and 22 of 12S rRNA.30 This
region is not evolutionarily conserved and its function is not
well defined. It is possible that alteration of the tertiary or
quaternary structure of this rRNA by the 961 mutations may
result in a mitochondrial translational defect. To further
understand the pathogenetic mechanism of the T961G
mutation, it will be necessary to functionally characterise
cell lines derived from these affected subjects.
As regards other nucleotide changes, 11 variants in the 12S

rRNA gene were previously identified in the control popula-
tion.24 Furthermore, the A751G, A813G, T1180G, C1226G and
G1442A variants in the 12S rRNA gene are probably novel
polymorphisms in the Caucasian population. These variants
in the 12S rRNA gene were examined to determine allelic
frequency by sequencing the PCR fragments spanning the
12S rRNA gene derived from 226 Caucasian controls. Indeed,
three variants (A827G, T1180G, and C1226G) in the 12S
rRNA were not present in the 226 controls. These variants in
the 12S rRNA genes were further evaluated by phylogenetic
analysis of these mtDNA variants and mtDNAs from other
organisms. Interestingly, the A827G, T1180G, and C1226G
variants in the 12S rRNA gene are localised at sites which are
highly conserved in human,21 mouse,31 bovine,32 and Xenopus
laevis,33 whereas other variants in the same gene are not
evolutionarily conserved. Strikingly, the T1180G variant
disrupts a very conservative G-U base pairing at loop 30 of
12S rRNA, while the C1226G variant breaks an evolutionarily

Figure 2 Identification and quantification the T961G mutation. (A).
Sequence chromatograms from an affected individual #91 and an
unaffected control showing the G to T transversion at position 961
(arrows). (B) Quantification of the T961G mutation. PCR products
around the T961G region were digested with AciI and analysed by
electrophoresis in a 1.5% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide.
Five patients and two control individuals are indicated.

Figure 3 Air conduction audiograms of five affected subject with the T961G mutation. X, left ear; O, right ear.
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conservative C-G base pairing at loop 33 of this rRNA.30

Alteration of the tertiary or quaternary structure of this rRNA
by these variants may lead to mitochondrial dysfunction,
thereby playing a role in the pathogenesis of non-syndromic
deafness.
Our previous data showed that expression of the clinical

phenotype of deafness-associated homoplasmic mutation(s)
in the 12S rRNA gene, such as the A1555G 4 8 22 and C1494T
mutations,9 requires the contribution of modulating factors
including aminoglycosides or nuclear modifier genes. The
Connexin 26 (GJB2) gene is a potential candidate modifier
gene as mutations in this gene are the most common cause of
hereditary hearing loss.34 In particular, it has been implied
that GJB2 mutations modulate the severity of hearing loss
associated with the mitochondrial 12S rRNA A1555G muta-
tion.35 To examine the role of the GJB2 gene in phenotypic
expression of the known or putative deafness-associated
mtDNA mutations, we performed mutational screening of
the GJB2 gene in subjects carrying the A1555G, T961G,
A827G, T1180G, and C1226G mutations in the 12S rRNA
gene. Sequence analysis revealed the absence of mutation in
the GJB2 gene in subjects carrying the A1555G, A827G,
T1180G, and C1226G mutations in the 12S rRNA gene. Of
five subjects carrying the T961G mutation, the homozygous
or heterozygous 35delG mutation in the GJB2 gene was found
in patients #91 with congenital profound hearing impair-
ment and #246 with moderate/late onset hearing impair-
ment, respectively, whereas the other three subjects with
mild-moderate/early onset hearing impairment lack the
mutation(s) in the same gene (table 3). The profound

hearing impairment in subject #91 is likely due to the
35delG mutation in the GJB2 gene. In fact, the homozygous
35delG mutation accounts for about 30% of genetic causes of
non-syndromic SNHL in Caucasians.34 36 Indeed, the hetero-
zygous 35delG is the prevalent founder allele with normal
hearing carrier rates of about 3–4% in individuals of southern
European descent.36 Here, the fact that there are no
differences in the severity and age of onset in hearing
impairment between a subject with the homoplasmic T961G
mutation with the heterozygous 35delG mutation of the GJB2
gene and another three T961G carriers without mutations in
GJB2 indicates that the heterozygous 35delG mutation of the
GJB2 gene may not be a modifier of the phenotypic effects of
the T961G mutation in these subjects.
In summary, the results reported here demonstrate that

the frequency of the A1555G mutation is 0.6% in the
Caucasian paediatric population with non-syndromic deaf-
ness. The novel T961G mutation in the 12S rRNA gene
appears to be associated with non-syndromic deafness. Three
novel variants, A827G, T1180G, and C1226G, in the 12S rRNA
gene, localised at highly conserved sites, may play a role in
the pathogenesis of non-syndromic deafness. In this clinical
population, the deafness-associated mutations in the mito-
chondrial tRNASer(UCN) gene appear to be less frequent than
in the 12S rRNA gene.
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Figure 4 The Caucasian pedigree with non-syndromic hearing impairment. Hearing impaired individuals are indicated by filled symbols. Arrow
denotes subject #246.

Table 3 Summary of clinical and molecular data for five affected subjects with the T961G
mutation in the mitochondrial 12S rRNA gene

Patient Sex
Audiometric
configuation

Age of
onset
(years)

PTA (dB)
right

PTA (dB)
left

Level of hearing
impairment

35 delG
in GJB2

91 F Flat 0 .100 .100 Profound +/+
221 F U-shaped 6 48.3 55 Moderate -
222 F U-shaped 6 46.7 48.3 Moderate -
246 F Up-sloping ,15 41.7 31.7 Moderate +/-
256 M Flat 6 18.3 26.7 Mild -

F, female; M, male.
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